
We Develop Innovations 
for Waterways 
Transportation Industry



Software Made by 
 for Professionals

Professionals

Realizing how valuable and painstaking is everyday 

working of top-management, chartering, operations, 

legal and accounting in shipping industry, we are 

working every day to improve industry level of 

digitalization by providing the shipping world with a 

new generation solutions combined in a featured 

complex solution.

Our technologies



We are united in 
achieving our goals

Today we are working in a closest cooperation together with 

leading experts, representing a wide range of shipping areas from 

shipbuilding to dry bulk cargo transportation, in order to ensure 

that tomorrow you will have a never seen before possibility to use 

exclusively functional system, that is extremely user friendly and 

at the same time beeing powerful enough to fully cover each 

need of every participant of such a brutal industry.



Pola Tech Ltd is a private research and development 

company in Moscow, Russia. Conceived in 2018 and 

established in 2020 Pola Tech accumulates in its own 

experienced professionals and outstanding people with 

both technical and industry knowledge

Pola Tech acts as a cultivation center for a new 

generation of researchers, promotes advanced 

technical, industry and scientific knowledge and 

fosters innovative technology to address critical 

issues facing shipping industry all over the world.

Pola Tech applies the best Russian and international 

research and industry practices, with particular 

emphasis on technogies and innovation. Our model 

leverages on the integration of basic and applied 

research and modern technologies.


The company’s close link with the industrial and 

business ecosystem fosters frontier research and 

generates a flow of innovative solutions for the 

benefit of the multi-international shipping industry.

Who we are
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Solutions

Estimator

Have you ever prepared fixture calculation in just a few minutes?  

This solution would allow you to have "high precision calculations 

in a 3 minutes maximum" as your route-ine.

Voyage Management

Have you ever experienced the great feeling when all tasks are fully clear, 

well prioritized and ready for supported completion?

Mailer

E-mail as the main industrial business communication tool is a long-term 

tradition, which is originally from our forefathers who pioneered dealing 

with the telegraph.

Fleet Management

Keen your advantage having full picture of your fleet everyday chartering and 

operations at one screen.



Solutions — Estimator



Solutions — Estimator

Try Once – Stay Forever

Have you ever prepared fixture calculation in just a 

few minutes?  This solution would allow you to have 

"high precision calculations in a 3 minutes 

maximum" as your route-ine.


Comfortable and flexible route management 

interface allows to customize estimate routes in a 

tiny details at your desire.

Exclusively for river transportation operations

Own-developed next-gen routing engine already includes river 

route calculation using  and 

 technologies.  More river transportation 

operations related features to follow.

"by time normatives" "considering 

gateway time"

Next-gen routing engine

At your disposal is our own-developed next-gen 

routing engine, based on a huge volume of vessels 

sailing historical data, allows to calculate the most 

suitable for you marine, river or even combined 

route.

Multi-source gigabyte data

Centuries-old global industry experience that was 

reflected in multi-source gigabyte data was 

patiently collected, carefully processed and 

delivered at your service.

Comfortable interface

The system is designed allowing you to avoid an 

excessive acts by anticipating your next intention 

and suggesting you the most relevant ways of 

interaction.



Solutions — Voyage Management



Manage easily than ever before

Have you ever experienced the great feeling when all tasks are 

fully clear, well prioritized and ready for supported completion?


This solution will assist you managing yourself while you are 

managing your voyages. Say “Bye” to forgotten tinies and 

messed deadlines while shouting “Hi” to retrospective analisys 

and performance increasal tips.  


Keeping-final-user-in-mind design of the voyage management 

system interfaces allows to get versatile in-depth analytics on a 

running fixture just at a glance, with a just-two-screens-usage 

possibility of the deepest drill down to a primary confirming 

documentations.

Exclusively for corporations

System native functionality allows to set-up a smooth 

 between various departments, closely  

experts from such areas as insurance, legal and technical 

management closer in the .

interaction involving

logistical processes

Exclusively for analytics-curious companies 

Provided multi-functional  tool in cooperation with 

innovations in  allows to build plenty 

of various analytics in a  aspects and to 

look at trends .

budgeting

data storing technologies

budget/estimate/fact

dynamics

No routine processes

Our own-developed status-driven model of "Vessel 

Operations" process allows to have the routine 

processes been automatically solved, asking user 

only to be focused at requires-human-actions 

tasks that system carefully collects in a one 

prioritized list and provides together with powerfull 

tools for supporting in solvings.

Well-organized data

There are bunch of ways to improve a system has 

clean and well-organized data. There is no sense 

using a system has data-mess under. Our system 

has not only preventing- user-garbage-in 

mechanisms but also an automate running 

self-data cleaning algorithms.

Sustainable system

Innovations requires modern approaches to 

organizing processes and meticulous attention to 

details. We are committed to CI/CD and TDD 

methodologies in Development, that allows us to 

build sustainable system that can be used with 

a confidence. 

Solutions — Voyage Management



Solutions — Mailer



Integrate & rule

E-mail as the main industrial business communication tool is a 

long-term tradition, which is originally from our forefathers who 

pioneered dealing with the telegraph.


This solution is an effective combination of traditions and 

innovations, seamlessly integrated to be in a place.


No more hours spent looking for a fixture related 

correnspondence. Access fixture full history in just a 3 clicks.


No more external storages, downloading and switching between 

screens. Have all the documents at your fingertips, email them 

in a moment, using system native functionality. 

Exclusively for those who are pedantic 
in closing the files

System native status-driven based functionality allows you not 

to forget about  but  files actions 

required.  wrapped in an  

make the files closing process enjoyable.

completed not-yet-closed

Powerfull functions intuitive interface

Exclusively for corporations

Both external and internal deal negotiations and fixing 

processes are intuitively clear as much as possible by using 

delivered especially for shipping CRM related functionality.  

Ultra-functional spaceship

Integrated optimally close to the Voyage 

Management module, the solution multiplies 

Voyage Management capabilities, making it truly 

ultra-functional spaceship. Secure enough to 

ensure your sensitive data is completely safe.

Expertise of the professionals

“Customer success” required. An impermissible 

omission is not to draw on upscale expertise of the 

industry professionals we are working side by side 

with. Each of our solutions emerges through A/B 

testings and with immediate effect starts to be 

used in a live-mode just after release.

Your own  storysuccess

A new page in your own success story.


We have no doubt that overcoming the entry 

threshold is an integral part of the transition to a 

new system usage. The well-coordinated work of 

our implementation and support specialists will 

imperceptibly lead you deeply experiencing the 

new system.

Solutions — Mailer



Solutions — Fleet Management



World fleet on your palm

Keen your advantage having full picture of your fleet 

everyday chartering and operations at one screen.


Not to hesitate to model scenarios using powerful tools 

applied on world fleet vessels data.


Rich arsenal of our own developed tools allows us to 

answer your curious questions starting from modeling 

optimized deviation and up to the predicting world 

fleet movement.

Exclusively for shipping corporations Top 
management

Advanced digitized corporations top management in such 

areas as banking, finance, consumer services are in deep use 

of similar class one-page operations indicative control system, 

which is enormous wide spread standard.


Now it is time for your choice.

Real-time fleet tracker

Our own-developed status-driven model of "Vessel 

Operations" process allows you to see outrunning / 

delays in your fleet running voyages in online mode, 

giving you a space for maneuver to affect the fixture 

performance, instead of post-facto debriefing.

Cooperation with high educational 
institutions

We are already cooperating and are still open for 

cooperation with international shipping high 

educational institutions on the matter of 

preferential licensing provision for educational 

purposes of system use. 

Cooperation with confederates

We are already cooperating and are still open for 

cooperation with confederates, who are technically 

strong, are in love with shipping and used to 

associate themselves with innovations.

Solutions — Fleet Management



We are trusted

According to our analyst’s forecasts, these figures 

will be reached in November 2025

*

>52,5 mio. 
cargo carried 

>10%
of global fleet

>50 000
voyages

>1 500
vessels



Monaco
Russia

Singapore

Cyprus

Are you inspired? We are as well.

Let’s keep connected!

Telegram:

@PolaTech

Skype:

Pola Tech 

E-mail:

hello@pola-tech.com


